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18% aged over 65

..local differences
Argyle & Bute - 4%
Edinburgh +12%

+ 31,700 in 2016

-20% since 1975
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Historical Context …
Scotland’s demography has experienced a long history of out-migration
… and, from the 1970’s, a falling birth-rate…

Post-war Baby boom

UK net migration turns
positive

Scotland’s long term net out-migration

1861-71

Changing shape of Scotland’s population …

NOT A STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT POLICY
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Peoples Lived Experiences …

As our
Economy
Cycles

1 9 5 0 ’s

Government must ‘win the peace’

Old heavy industries dominate …
c.6%

Mid 70’s
RECESSION

1 9 7 0 ’s

Rising inflation …

1 9 8 0 ’s

Inflation peaks at 24%

Oil prices shocks

Rise of new jobs in new industries …

Early 80’s
RECESSION
Unemployment
peaks at 14%

‘Market knows best’

Recession Bites …

c.7%

% UNEMPLOYMENT

… Out-Migration from Scotland …
Slum Clearances …

… Rural Scotland positive in-flows …
City Depopulation …

Highland Depopulation …

1969 Household Tenure:

1961 Household Type:

Social housing boom …

‘Greatest Generation’ (Born c. 1911 – 1925)

3+ Person 60%
2 Person
26%
1 Person
14%

Social Rent 50%
Owner
30%
Private Rent 20%

L AT E C A R E E R

MID CAREER

‘Silent Generation’ (Born c. 1926– 1945)
‘Baby-boom Generation’ (Born c. 1946 – 1965)

‘new town’ dream turns sour...

YO UNG ADULT

MID C AR EER

CHILD HOOD

Generations experience same
periods at different life stages …

‘Generation - X’ (Born c. 1966 – 1980)

YO UNG ADULT
CHILDHOOD

1 9 9 0 ’s

2 0 0 0 ’s

2 0 1 0 ’s

Wage stagnation
‘end of boom and bust ‘…

de-industrialistation …

Banking and mkt deregulation

Services and Electronics …

Crash turns to stagnation

Post Crash Slump

Scourge of In-work Poverty

c.9 %

c.14 %

… Population declines …

Increase of EU immigration …

2011 Household type:

Right to Buy …

( …Greatest’)

( …Silent’)
(…Baby-Boom’)

Loss of social housing to rent …

1 Person 35%
2 Person
34%
3+ Person
31%

RETIRED

c.6%

c.4 %

… Population grows …

2016 Household Tenure:

Owner
61%
Social Rent
23%
Private Rent 15%

OLD AGE
L AT E C AR E E R
MID CAREER

(…Gen X’)

‘Millennial Generation’ (Born c. 1981 – 2000)

YOUNG ADULT

RETIRED
LATE CAREER
MID CAREER

CHILDHOOD

YOUNG ADULT
‘Latest Generation’ (Born c. 2001 - )

CHILDHOOD
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Looking ahead ...

Ke y D e m o g r a ph ic Tr e n d s (as of 2016) …

National Figures Mask Regional Differences …
Total Population: Natural Change
and Migration

Total Population: Natural Change and Migration
’Natural Change – following steady long term trends

’

Many demographic changes at a national level mask even greater shifts regionally.
Important policy responses are often needed at the local level (eg social care, transport,
education. etc) so understanding the variance within Scotland is essential

• Scotland's fertility rate has remained below replacement levels since the late 1960’s
and since 1981 has been lower than for rest of the UK.
• Fewer Scottish than English women complete a family of 3 or 4 children. More stop at
two.
• Mortality is expected to increase steeply from 2024 building up to a negative natural
change of -10,000 by 2041
Net Migration – subject to volatile swings and likely to tighten following Brexit
• All of the projected increase in Scotland’s population over the next 10 years will be
due to net in-migration from both overseas and RUK.
• Level of overseas in migration is likely to drop steeply following Brexit.
• Migration flows to and from the rest of the UK are greater than from overseas.
This is predicted to continue until 2041

Natural
Change – following steady long term trends
’
Example: different clusters in Scotland re working age vs total population (see map)
• Scotland's fertility rate has remained below replacement levels
since the late 1960’s and since
Cluster 1: Total population growing + ratio of working age people increasing:
This is a good position to face (so long as employment is high.)
1981 has been lower than for rest of the UK.
2: Total population growing + ratio of working age people decreasing:
• Fewer Scottish than English women complete a family of 3Cluster
or 4 children.
Moredemands
stop
at care
two.
Potentially
difficult with increasing
on social
combined with a smaller
workforce to provide it and also to support /attract jobs and investment.
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• Mortality is expected to increase steeply from 2024 building
up to a negative natural change
Cluster 3: Total population falling + ratio of working age people increasing:
This is potentially manageable in terms of demand on services, but the
of -10,000 by 2041
biggest risk could be depopulation.
Net Migration – subject to volatile swings and likely
to
tighten
following
Brexit
Cluster
4: Total population
falling + ratio of working age people decreasing:
1
2
This is possibly the worst position to face with the likelihood of depopulation leading to
• All of the projected increase in Scotland’s population over the
next
10
will
due/economic
to net
decreased
viability
for years
some services
and ofbe
businesses
activity, coupled with a
growing non-working aged population boosting demand for some services - Scotland has a
in-migration from both overseas and RUK.
much higher proportion of areas in cluster 4 than in England
• Level of overseas in migration is likely to drop steeply following Brexit.
• Migration flows to and from the rest of the UK are greater than from overseas.
This is predicted to continue until 2041

Changing structure of the Population
’Scotland’s population is aging … fast

• By the end of the next Parliament there will be a +27% increase in
over 75’s in Scotland (120,000) – rising to +79% increase by 2041 (350,000)
• Poverty for those 65+ is now lower than for working adults and children,
a reduction of over 50% since 1999
Working age cohort
• Over next 25 years Scotland’s working age population is only
maintained by planned increases in State Pension Age
• Participation in work by the over 50’s is increasing … but 310,000
of those aged 50-64 (30%) are economically inactive – a participation rate
lower than for UK or for many other OECD countries
• Between 30-40 thousand leave work each year due to ill-health or disability

Percentage Increase
( from 2014)
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Health: Life expectancy and Healthy Life Expectancy
’ • Life
at birth
males
in UK,
Scotland
was 2.4
shorter
than
in over
England
• expectancy
Between 2015
andfor
2035
in the
the number
ofyears
people
aged 65
and

who
unpaid
care will
increase the
by 1highest
million.Healthy Life Expectancy from
• Within
therequire
UK, Orkney
women
experience
• While
expectancy
hasinincreased,
time peoplethe
spend
in ill (54.3
healthyears)
or with
birth
(73.0 life
years)
…. but men
Dundee experienced
lowest
a disability
is increasing.
• Because
men in Scotland
have a shorter life expectancy overall, they spend a greater
proportion of their life in good health
Males age 65

Life Exp.

Healthy
Life Exp.

Years of
ill-Health

% of Life
Good Health

• Ageing affects different areas in
Scotland in different ways, with the
effects of ageing felt most in small
towns and rural areas.
ONS (2014-2016)
• Technology can provide solutions to
• While challenges
life expectancy
facedhas
byincreased
the ageingin the UK, time spent in ill health or disability is
population but areas with older
increasing
average
populations
coincide
• Acrossthan
the UK
demands
for informal
care impact women disproportionately
with areas with poor internet
• The proportion of people in the UK aged 64+ providing care for others is increasing
connectivity.

Implications for Scotland’s ‘Human Capital’ ? …

• Ageing Population
- Baby Boomers enter retirement and old age

CHAL L EN GES…?

OPPORTUN ITIES…?

• Ageing workforce
- Increasing proportion of workforce over 50 years old
… assuming more people work longer

• Brexit may put limits on EU immigration
- Population growth 100% dependent on immigration

• Increasing Life expectancy
- Gender gap narrowing but prospect of increased morbidity

• Greater intergenerational co-dependencies
- Six Generations living at the same time
- Intergenerational social contract under pressure

• More Single Person Households
- More older people living alone

• Significant differences within Scotland
- Rate of ageing and population growth / decline
- Trade-offs between ‘economic’ and ‘place’ agenda

Questions …
… discussion

